The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will come into force in the European Union (EU) in May 2018 to meet current challenges related to personal data protection and to harmonise data protection across the EU. Although the GDPR is anticipated to benefit companies by offering consistency in data protection activities and liabilities across the EU countries and by enabling more integrated EU-wide data protection policies, it poses new challenges to companies. They are not necessarily prepared for the changes and may lack awareness of the upcoming requirements and the GDPR's coercive measures. The implementation of the GDPR requirements demands substantial financial and human resources, as well as training of employees; hence, companies need guidance to support them in this transition. The purposes of this study were to compare the current Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC with the GDPR by systematically analysing their differences and to identify the GDPR's practical implications, specifically for companies that provide services based on personal data. This study aimed to identify and discuss the changes introduced by the GDPR that would have the most practical relevance to these companies and possibly affect their data management and usage practices. Therefore, a review and a thematic analysis and synthesis of the article-level changes were carried out. Through the analysis, the key practical implications of the changes were identified and classified. As a synthesis of the results, a framework was developed, presenting 12 aspects of these implications and the corresponding guidance on how to prepare for the new requirements. These aspects cover business strategies and practices, as well as organisational and technical measures.
Introduction
The European Parliament voted on the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in May 2016. The GDPR will come into force and replace the current Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC (hereinafter DIR95) in May 2018. It will improve data subjects' privacy protection and facilitate organisations' and companies' work through its clarified rules, more concretised requirements and even direct instructions on the provisions' implementation. On the other hand, the GDPR's new obligations bring considerable changes to companies' privacy protection implementation. All companies handling EU residents' personal data or monitoring data (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) subjects' behaviour within the EU, regardless of where they are based, will be governed by the GDPR. This indicates that non-EU and international companies will have to comply with both their national legislation and the GDPR. Since its adoption in 1995, DIR95 has been the central legislative, personal data privacy instrument in the European Union (EU). The GDPR has been under development since 2009, and the European Commission officially published a proposal for the data protection reform in early 2012 (de Hert and Papakonstantinou, 2016) . In 2018, the GDPR will finally come into force after this multiphase law-making process. The GDPR aims to improve the level of personal data protection and harmonisation across the EU as DIR95 no longer meets the privacy requirements of the present-day digital environment.
Data privacy legislation has been evolving with the development of personal data collection and processing technologies since the rapid progress in electronic data processing began in the 1960s. In Western countries, legislation on personal data privacy was established at that time, in both Europe and the United States (US). The first means of ensuring data privacy were the data protection act passed by the German federal state of Hessen in 1970, the Swedish data protection act adopted in 1973 and the Fair Information Practices (FIPs) formulated by the US government in 1973. Since then, several other initiatives on privacy regulation have been launched. Many of them have applied and further developed FIPs, such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines, DIR95 and now the GDPR, with the FIP-based Privacy by Design and Privacy by Default (PbD) principles.
Rapid technological development due to the convergence of calculation power progress, increased storage capacity and advanced network technology makes it possible for companies to collect, process and interlink data in an expanded way. They increasingly tend to use these data for various purposes, such as personalised services and marketing. As a result of technological development, along with globalisation, new and increased challenges for personal data protection have emerged (Reding, 2010) . Although new technologies and services benefit both businesses and consumers, they also generate serious privacy risks. This situation may decrease people's trust in companies that collect data for their service production. The lack of trust can slow down the development of the innovative use and adoption of new technologies (Reding, 2010) , and many new business opportunities may be missed if appropriate data protection practices are not implemented.
The GDPR aims to meet the current challenges related to personal data protection, strengthen online privacy rights and boost Europe's digital economy. It specifically aims to provide individuals with better capabilities for controlling and managing their personal data (Mantelero, 2013) , hence striving to reinforce the data subjects' trust in personal data collecting companies. Within the new data protection framework, individual service users may also benefit from the free movement of data if it results in growing businesses with improved and personalised services.
The companies collecting, processing and utilising personal data are required to comply with the data privacy legislation. They should now proactively prepare for the changes that the GDPR brings and adapt to these changes within a given time span. Implementing data privacy in business operations is often challenging as such. For example, PbD rests on a proactive approach to privacy and privacy assurance as the organisation's default mode of operation (Cavoukian, 2009) . It promotes embedding privacy into the design of information technology systems and business practices by default in a data-minimising way. The adoption of PbD principles in systems design has proven demanding, although there are specified means for achieving PbD goals (Spiekermann, 2012) . Data privacy implementation also deals with a complex whole, covering different aspects, including company-level awareness raising and training, adoption of organisational and technological data protection measures, and documentation of processing operations. In parallel with putting these into practice, personal Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) data utilisation and processing should be enabled in a way that benefits companies. In this light, companies clearly need substantial amounts of time, resources and guidance to implement data privacy.
A major challenge related to the implementation of the GDPR is the companies' lack of awareness and understanding of the forthcoming changes and requirements that the GDPR imposes through its new rules. These requirements have various practical implications for organisational processes and practices, technological system design, as well as personnel training and assignment of new responsibilities in the organisations. Such demands bring out the need to review and revise current data privacy practices and technological data protection measures, as well as possibly plan new ones to ensure compliance with the GDPR. Some companies understand the need for changes, but research indicates that the information about the GDPR and its provisions is not necessarily diffused to them in a timely manner. According to London Economics (2013), Mikkonen (2014) and a TRUSTe survey (2015) , less than half of the companies were aware of the GDPR changes. Learning about and understanding legislative requirements as such are often cumbersome and time consuming, resulting in difficulties in the implementation of the legislation's provisions. As for the GDPR, a comprehensive reform with coercive measures (such as substantial sanctions for infringements) is expected to take place. This makes the situation even more challenging and requires from companies additional actions and responsibilities to achieve compliance. The implementation of the GDPR necessitates changes that have diverse implications for companies and the usage of their resources. For example, complying with the GDPR will strongly affect informationintensive, small-and medium-sized enterprises (SME) that drive their revenue growth from online advertising (Thüsing and Traut, 2013) . These companies also cannot necessarily afford juridical help to comply with the new rules of the GDPR. As non-compliance with the GDPR poses financial, legal and reputational risks to companies, they may want to deal with the GDPR requirements through their risk management policies and risk analyses. In this way, data privacy issues can be managed by means of companies' established risk management procedures.
This paper aims to help with the GDPR implementation by providing information on its changes and their practical implications, specifically for personal data intensive companies. These companies extensively collect and process personal data for their service production and largely base their business and service provision on these data. They include social media, healthcare, mobility and financial services, for example. These companies need to take into account the new GDPR requirements when they develop their business strategies and policies, in which personal data usage plays a central role. To tackle this issue, the research question was set: What are the strategic, business practice, organisational and technical implications of the GDPR for personal data intensive companies?
We answer this problem based on a systematic review and analysis of the key changes introduced by the GDPR and their practical implications for companies' current data protection practices. These implications are discussed and elaborated, and approaches to their implementation are outlined. Based on this information, companies can be educated on how to prepare for the GDPR and apply its rules in their everyday actions. It can help them ensure their personal data management and usage practices' compliance with the new requirements and manage a successful transition. It may also ease the timely management of the GDPR requirements' implementation, which is a strategic-level issue demanding substantial financial and human resources, including employee training. Early adoption of the required changes not only guarantees compliance with the GDPR but can also bring competitive advantage to the companies.
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The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a brief history of data protection, describing the development of privacy legislation over the previous decades. Section 3 discusses the research methodology, and Section 4 covers the identified changes introduced by the GDPR. Section 5 explains the GDPR's practical implications and outlines approaches for implementing its requirements. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
History of data protection
The development of automatic processing of personal data, together with businesses' increasing tendency towards personal data collection and usage, implies various societal benefits (both at the organisational level and in individual persons' lives), such as efficiency, quality and productivity. On the other hand, it is evident that this evolution also poses privacy challenges. Privacy belongs to fundamental human rights in Western countries and is controlled by legislation that responds and adapts to data subjects' privacy needs. , 1950) . Its Article 8 guaranteed member states' citizens the right to the respect for private and family life, home and correspondence, according to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that was proclaimed and adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1948 (United Nations, 1948) . Even in the 1960s, the rapid progress in the electronic data processing field enabled public administrations and large enterprises to set up extensive data banks and to improve and increase the collection, processing and interlinking of personal data (Council of Europe, 2017). This situation soon evoked discussions on information privacy and brought out the need for personal data protection (cf. Westin, 1967; European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights & Council of Europe, 2014) . As the then existing legislation with an uncertain scope of private life and the emphasis on protection only against public authorities' interference was no longer considered adequate, the Council of Europe initiated the establishment of a framework of specific principles and norms to prevent unfair collection and processing of personal data in both private and public sectors (Council of Europe, 2017; European Data Protection Supervisor, 2005) .
The growing use of automated personal data systems resulted in the establishment of data privacy regulation in the US as well. Personal data privacy protection principles were formulated by the US government first. The US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (1973) proposed and named FIPs as a set of principles for protecting the privacy of personal data in record-keeping systems in 1973. One year later, the US Privacy Act was passed (United States of America, 1974 [5 U.S.C. § 552a] ). This act applies the FIPs to federal agencies' record systems and governs their collection, maintenance, use and dissemination of information about individuals. Subsequently, different versions of FIPs have been developed, for example, by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC, 1998) . They have also been widely applied in the legislation of different countries.
Meanwhile, the development of data protection principles in Europe resulted in the introduction and adoption of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention 108) in 1981 (Council of Europe, 1981) . Its implication was that necessary measures should be taken regarding contracting parties' domestic laws to implement the principles laid down in the convention (Council of Europe, 2017). As stated by the European Data Protection Supervisor (2017), Convention 108 set minimum standards for protecting individuals' personal data against abuses, possibly associated with the collection and processing of these data. Another objective was to regulate Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) the transborder flow of personal data. Around the same time as the introduction of Convention 108 and similar to it, the OECD (2011) issued and adopted the Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data. Both Convention 108 and the OECD Guidelines relied on FIPs as their core principles, revising and extending the FIPs' original statement but not using the term (Gellman, 2015) . The work in the Council of Europe and in the OECD resulted in many European countries' enactment of national-level legislation for balancing an individual's right to data protection with the need of public authorities, employers, and so on, to process data (European Data Protection Supervisor, 2005) .
In the beginning of the 1990s, an EU-level initiative was taken to harmonise data protection, based on Convention 108. Consequently, in 1995, the EU adopted the European Commission's DIR95, to be implemented in EU member states through national laws (European Commission, 1995) . This directive regulates the protection of individuals with regard to personal data processing and its free movement within the EU. The directive relies on the OECD's FIP-based core principles, resulting in their implementation throughout Europe. In 2002, the European Commission introduced the Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive 2002/58/EC) (European Commission, 2002) . This directive concerns the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector, and it complements DIR95. For example, the directive regulates confidentiality, unsolicited communications, and processing of billing, traffic and location data.
Compared with the EU, in the US, no such national omnibus legislation regulating personal data collection and use has been developed. Instead, the US approach to data protection relies on a sector-by-sector basis regulation and self-regulation, also having different statutes for the public and the private sectors (Schwartz, 2013) . For example, the US industry-specific legislation incorporates the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (United States of America, 1996 America, [43 U.S.C. § 1320d ) and the Fair Credit Reporting Act (United States of America, 1970 America, [15 U.S.C. § 1681 ). The US privacy legislation also consists of state-level privacy laws, such as the regulations of the Massachusetts General Law with the prescription of comprehensive information security programmes by companies (Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 2010). To bridge the differences between the US and the EU data protection approaches and to provide US organisations with streamlined means to comply with DIR95, the US Department of Commerce developed (in consultation with the EU) the US-EU Safe Harbor program (European Commission, 2000; US Department of Commerce's International Trade Administration, 2015) , which was launched in 2000. It allowed US companies to obtain a voluntary certification, and compliance was overseen by US federal agencies, specifically the FTC (Schwartz, 2013) . The European Commission approved its draft of the standard contractual clauses (i.e., model contract provisions) in 2001. These contractual clauses can be used by US organisations, as an alternative to joining the Safe Harbor program, to meet the adequacy requirement of DIR95 for privacy protection (Schwartz, 2013) . As another alternative to Safe Harbor, binding corporate rules (BCRs) were developed by the EU Article 29 Working Party and adopted in 2003 (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, 2003) . The BCRs can be used when international personal data transfer occurs within a single multinational company or within the members of a corporate group. In October 2015, the Court of Justice of the EU (the Court) declared the European Commission's Safe Harbor decision (2000/520/EC) invalid because it enabled US public authorities' interference with the fundamental rights of persons by accessing their data (Court of Justice of the EU, 2015). The Court also found that the Safe Harbor decision denied the national supervisory authorities their powers. In February 2016, the European Commission and the US government agreed on the establishment of a new framework for personal data exchanges for commercial purposes. In July 2016, the European Commission adopted the EU-US Privacy Shield to fulfil the requirements set out by the Court's ruling (European Commission, 2016a) . The Privacy Shield imposes obligations on US companies to protect personal data, including regular updates and reviews by the US Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) Department of Commerce, as well as sanctions in case of non-compliance with the rules. It also requires written assurance from the US that public authorities' access to personal data will be subject to clear limitations, safeguards and oversight mechanisms. Although in use since August 2016, challenges have been found regarding the Privacy Shield's validity and associated overall assessment of the US legal order (Tracol, 2016) .
DIR95 has been a central legislative, personal data protection instrument in the EU. Currently, 20 years after its implementation, the directive does not provide the degree of harmonisation that is required among the EU member states or the efficiency to ensure the right to personal data protection in the present-day digital environment (European Commission, 2012a) . Due to the inadequate harmonisation, Europe remains at a disadvantage in the global competition with other countries, such as the US and China (Dix, 2013) . The European Commission is tackling the situation by proposing a fundamental reform of the EU's data protection framework, to come into force in May 2018 (European Commission, 2016b) . The reform consists of two instrumentsthe GDPR and the Directive on protecting personal data processed for the purposes of prevention, detection, investigation or prosecution of criminal offences and related judicial activities. The reform will emphasise the GDPR, which is proposed to replace DIR95. The GDPR points out the role of the FIP-based PbD principles (Cavoukian, 2009 ) and obliges companies to integrate these principles into their business processes (European Commission, 2012b) . The economic impact of this unified regulation will be significant because currently, European and non-European market participants have to deal with 28 separate legal frameworks.
Methodology
The main research question of this study was set to be: What are the strategic, business practice, organisational and technical implications of the GDPR for personal data intensive companies?
To answer this question we decomposed it into two more specific research questions.
The first research question is:
 What are the changes introduced by the GDPR compared to DIR95?
Through this research question, we aimed to identify the GDPR's imposed changes with practical relevance from the companies' perspective, as well as the corresponding key aspects that they need to focus on when preparing to implement the GDPR requirements.
The second research question is:
 What are the main practical implications of the GDPR's imposed changes for personal data intensive companies?
Through this research question, we aimed to identify the practical implications of the GDPR changes regarding personal data intensive companies' strategic and business practice-level, organisational and technical privacy protection measures.
In our systematic review, analysis and synthesis of the GDPR changes, we identified the GDPR articles with implications for personal data intensive companies' data management and usage processes and practices, as well as their technological systems. We then searched for and identified the articles with corresponding contents in DIR95. We compared the GDPR articles with the corresponding DIR95 articles and extracted the changes introduced by the GDPR. In
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) the analysis, we included only the GDPR articles with changes that were relevant to the research questions (i.e., those concerning personal data intensive companies) and omitted some of the relevant GDPR articles with no significant changes with respect to this research.
We used the extracted changes as themes of the analysis, using the GDPR's article structure as the basis and combining the articles about similar subjects under the themes. The themes were general provisions and principles, transparency and modalities, information and access to personal data, rectification and erasure, right to object and automated individual decision making, general obligations, security of personal data, data protection impact assessment and prior consultation, data protection officer (DPO), codes of conduct and certification, transfer of personal data to third countries or international organisations, and remedies, liability and penalties. We conducted the analysis at the article level to facilitate finding a more detailed description of the GDPR requirements that would be of interest to readers. In the analysis, we specified the changes to present the new, specified and clarified obligations, principles and provisions of the GDPR. We described and explained these changes to provide a clear understanding of their requirements from the perspective of personal data intensive companies.
Based on the analysis of the changes, we identified and classified their key practical implications for personal data intensive companies. We compiled these implications into a framework with 12 aspects that the companies should consider when preparing to implement the GDPR requirements. We formed and discussed these aspects, instead of the GDPR articlelevel changes, as some of the GDPR requirements cover several articles (e.g., the information provision aspect covers articles of the following GDPR sections: Transparency and modalities, Information and access to personal data, and Right to object and automated individual decision making). We elaborated on the 12 aspects and outlined suggestions on how to consider them in practice. In this way, the GDPR's implications for companies can be understood, and they can prepare for and manage the practical changes that the GDPR will bring to their everyday operations and activities.
Changes introduced by the GDPR
The results of the thematic analysis of the changes introduced by the GDPR were compiled according to its articles. As some of the new articles of the GDPR build on the articles of DIR95, their differences are explained, and the changes are described in relation to the articles of DIR95. The analysis does not cover the GDPR restrictions (Article 23) that provide for the EU's or its member states' possibility to restrict the scope of the GDPR's obligations and rights (Article 5, Articles 12-22 and Article 34) when needed, for example, to safeguard national security, defence or public security in a democratic society. Subsections 4.1-4.12 specify and describe the changes identified in the analysis. Each subsection starts with a summary of the GDPR's key changes regarding the themes. These summaries aim to present the main results of the analysis in a clear and concise form, to be specified and described in greater detail below.
General provisions and principles

GDPR Articles 1-11
Corresponding articles in DIR95: Definitions (Article 2), national law applicable (Article 4), principles relating to data quality (Article 6), criteria for making data processing legitimate (Article 7) and processing of special categories of data (Article 8)
 Extended territorial scope: applies to EU-based controllers and processors regardless of where the processing takes place, personal data processing related to goods or services
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) offered to the data subjects in the EU, and monitoring of the data subjects' behaviour within the EU  New definitions: pseudonymisation, genetic data, biometric data, data concerning health, binding corporate rules and personal data breach  New provisions and principles: transparency of data processing, accountability, and processing which does not require identification  Clarified or specified provisions and principles: data minimisation principle, conditions for consent, and lawful data processing (especially the conditions for the lawfulness of processing children's personal data)  Added conditions concerning a child's consent in relation to information society services: consent or authorisation by the child's parent or custodian is required if the child is younger than 16 years old.
The GDPR includes an extended territorial scope for personal data processing operations under its governance (Article 3). In addition to the activities of the controller's establishment and the personal data processing in an EU member state, as specified in DIR95, the GDPR also applies to the processing by controllers or processors that are not established in the EU if they offer goods or services to the data subjects in the EU or monitor the data subjects' behaviour within the EU.
The GDPR introduces new definitions relevant to personal data intensive companies and their processing operations (Article 4). Under the GDPR, the principles and the provisions for the processing are largely the same as those of DIR95, but the GDPR has the following additions: transparency of data processing (Article 5), accountability (Article 5) and processing which does not require identification (Article 11). The GDPR further clarifies and specifies some of the principles that are already present in DIR95, as follows: data minimisation principle (Article 5), conditions for consent (Article 7) and criteria for lawful processing (Article 6).
The GDPR's general provisions include new definitions for pseudonymisation, sensitive personal data types, data protection policies and data breach, as follows. Pseudonymisation refers to personal data processing in such a way that the data cannot be attributed to a specific data subject without any additional information; this requires keeping such additional information separately and subject to technical and organisational measures ensuring nonattribution. Genetic data is defined as any data relating to an individual's characteristics that are inherited or acquired during early prenatal development. Biometric data denotes any data relating to an individual's physical, physiological or behavioural characteristics and allowing a unique identification (e.g., facial images or dactyloscopic data). Data concerning health means any information related to an individual's physical or mental health or the provision of health services to the individual. Binding corporate rules involve personal data protection policies that are adhered to by a controller or a processor for personal data transfers to third countries for processing and using the data. Personal data breach means a breach of security that leads to the accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of or access to personal data that are transmitted, stored or otherwise processed.
The GDPR's new principles and provisions are transparency of data processing, accountability and processing which does not require identification. The GDPR requires personal data to be processed in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject, in addition to lawful and fair processing provided in DIR95. As the GDPR specifies that personal data must be processed under the controller's responsibility and liability, the controller is obliged to ensure and demonstrate its processing operations' compliance with the GDPR provisions. The GDPR introduces the concept of accountability, referring to the controller's responsibility for
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) demonstrating this compliance. Regarding the principle of processing which does not require identification, the GDPR stipulates that the controller is not obliged to maintain, acquire or process additional information to identify the data subject if the purposes for which the data are processed do not require identification by the controller. If the controller is able to demonstrate that it cannot identify the data subject, it has to communicate this to him or her.
DIR95 stipulated that personal data should be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes of its collection and processing. The GDPR's clarified data minimisation principle further requires limiting personal data to the minimum necessary for processing purposes and processing personal data only if (and as long as) the purposes cannot be fulfilled without personal data. The GDPR includes notable developments regarding consent to be valid for lawful processing. DIR95 provided for the data subject's unambiguous consent, whereas the GDPR requires that a data subject's consent be given freely and be a specific, informed and explicit indication of his or her wishes. Under the GDPR, the controller bears the burden of proof of the data subject's consent to the processing of his or her personal data. If the data subject's consent is to be given in a written declaration concerning other matters as well (such as contracts), the request for consent must be presented so that it is clearly distinguishable from the other issues. Under the GDPR, the data subject also has the right to withdraw his or her consent at any time. However, the withdrawal does not affect the lawfulness of processing based on the consent before its withdrawal. The GDPR complements the prerequisites of lawful processing required by DIR95, providing that the data subjects' interests or fundamental rights and freedoms (requiring protection of personal data) are not overridden by the controller's legitimate interests, particularly when the data subject is a child (this does not apply to the processing carried out by public authorities in the performance of their tasks).
The GDPR sets the conditions for processing children's data in relation to information society services offered directly to children. The processing of a child's personal data is lawful if the child is at least 16 years old (member states may by law require a lower age but 13 years at the minimum). If the child is younger, processing is lawful only if consented to or authorised by the child's parent or custodian. In this case, the controller is obliged to make reasonable efforts to obtain verifiable consent, considering the available technology.
Transparency and modalities
GDPR Article 12
Corresponding article in DIR95: The data subject's right of access to data (Artcile 12)
 New obligations of controllers: provision of transparent and easily accessible and understandable information about personal data processing, provision of procedures and mechanisms to extend the modalities for exercising the data subject's rights (including the means for electronic requests, responding to the data subject's request within a defined deadline and providing information about the reasons for possible refusals)
The GDPR obliges the controller to provide the data subject with any information and communication on personal data processing in an intelligible form. DIR95 required this as well but did not mention any specific format requirements for the information. The GDPR specifies that clear and plain language, adapted to an understandable format for a variety of data subjects, has to be used. This is especially essential when the information is addressed to a child. Standardised icons can also be used to provide overview information on the intended processing. The GDPR extends the data subject's right to obtain information on his or her personal data processing by stating that if the personal data are processed by automated means,
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) the controller has to provide the means for requests (and for corresponding information provision) to be made electronically. Under the GDPR, the controller must respond to the data subject and provide the requested information within one month from the request, whereas DIR95 only required responding 'without excessive delay'. If the controller refuses to respond to the request, it has to inform the data subject of the reasons for the refusal and the possibilities for lodging a complaint to the supervisory authority.
Information and access to personal data
GDPR Articles 13-15
Corresponding articles in DIR95: Information to be given to the data subject (Articles 10-11) and the data subject's right of access to data (Article 12a)
 Specified obligation of the controller: new information requirements for providing the data subject with additional information about the controller, the data subject's rights and data transfers to third countries  Added informational requirements related to the data subject's right of access to his or her personal data: If the data subject's personal data are being processed, he or she has the right to receive additional information on the data processing and his or her related rights.
The GDPR brings new and notable additions regarding the information provision to the data subject. In addition to the information required by DIR95 (controller and representative identity, purposes of processing, data recipients, voluntariness or obligatoriness of the data disclosure, possible consequences of the failure to provide the data, and the right to access and rectify the data), the GDPR obliges the controller to provide the data subject with the following information about the controller and its data processing: the contact details of the controller, the controller's representative (if any) and the DPO; legal basis for the processing; the controller's or a third party's legitimate interests based on which the processing is carried out; information about the source of the personal data (if not collected from the data subject) and whether it originates from publicly accessible sources; and the period during which the personal data will be stored (if this is not possible, then the criteria used to determine the storage period have to be presented). Furthermore, the controller is obliged to inform the data subject about the latter's rights to the following: obtain erasure of the personal data, obtain restriction of the processing, object to the processing, have data portability, lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority and withdraw consent to the processing at any time (this does not affect the lawfulness of processing based on the consent before its withdrawal). The controller also has to inform the data subject if it intends to transfer data to a third country or an international organisation. In such an event, information on the corresponding level of data protection has to be provided by referring to an adequacy decision by the European Commission or to appropriate safeguards. The GDPR maintains the possible derogations in DIR95; for example, there is no information obligation if the law expressly provides for personal data recording or disclosure. If the controller intends to process the personal data for a purpose different from the original one, it has to provide the data subject with information on this new purpose prior to processing.
The GDPR adds new rules regarding the data subject's access to personal data. Similar to DIR95, the GDPR stipulates the data subject's right to obtain from the controller, on request, confirmation on whether or not personal data relating to him or her are being processed. If so, the controller is obliged to provide the following information, in addition to the information required by DIR95 (purposes of the processing, categories of processed data and data recipients): the storage period (or the criteria for determining this period); the right to request rectification or erasure of personal data or to restrict or to object to its processing; the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority; and the existence, logic and envisaged (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) consequences of automated decision making, including profiling. If the data have not been obtained from the data subject, any available information on its source should be provided. In case the personal data are transferred to a third country or an international organisation, the data subject has the right to obtain information on the appropriate safeguards (Article 46) relating to the transfer.
Rectification and erasure
GDPR Articles 16-20
Corresponding article in DIR95: Right of access (Article 12b-c)
 Data subject's specified rights to rectification, erasure and restriction of processing of personal data: the conditions of the data subject's right to be forgotten, the conditions of the data subject's right to restriction of processing  Data subject's new right: data portability from one system to another
The GDPR guarantees the data subject's right to obtain rectification, erasure and restriction of processing of his or her personal data, similar to DIR95 (Articles 16-18). The GDPR specifies this right by setting new conditions for the right to erasure (right to be forgotten) (Article 17). In this way, the GDPR provides for the data subject's right to erasure without the grounds required by DIR95 (such as incompleteness or inaccuracy of the data). The GDPR also specifies the conditions for the restriction of the data processing and introduces the data subject's right to data portability (Article 20).
The GDPR further specifies the right to erasure by providing the conditions for the right to be forgotten principle. Under the GDPR, the data subject has the right to obtain from the controller the deletion of his or her personal data and its abstention from further dissemination on the following grounds: the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they were collected or otherwise processed; the data subject withdraws consent on which the processing is based and where there are no other legal grounds for the processing; the data subject objects to the processing of personal data for specific purposes (Article 21(1)), and there are no overriding legitimate grounds for the processing; the data subject objects to processing for direct marketing purposes; the data are unlawfully processed; or the personal data have been collected for the purpose of offering information society services to a child. If the controller has made the personal data public and is obliged to erase these data, it has to inform other controllers about the data subject's request for the erasure of any link, copy or replication of the data.
Under the GDPR, in certain cases, instead of erasure, the restriction of the personal data processing is sufficient. DIR95 already guaranteed the data subject the right to obtain blocking of data if the processing does not comply with its provisions, particularly in case of incomplete or inaccurate data. However, the GDPR specifies the following grounds for restriction: the accuracy of the personal data is contested by the data subject (in this case, restriction is set for a period, enabling the controller to verify the accuracy of the data); the processing is unlawful, and the data subject opposes the erasure and requests the restriction instead; the controller no longer needs the personal data for the accomplishment of its task, but the data are required by the data subject as proof for legal reasons; and the data subject has objected to the processing, and the verification is pending on whether the legitimate grounds of the controller override those of the data subject. When the personal data processing is restricted, the controller must inform the data subject before lifting the restriction.
According to the new principle of the right to data portability, the data subject is entitled to receive the personal data that he or she has provided to a controller for automated processing based on consent or a contract. These data have to be provided to the data subject in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format. The data subject also has the right to have these data transmitted directly to another controller. The controller is required to ensure that the right to data portability will not adversely affect the rights and freedoms of others and that the exercise of portability will not prejudice the right to be forgotten.
Right to object and automated individual decision making
GDPR Articles 21-22
Corresponding articles in DIR95: The data subject's right to object (Article 14) and automated individual decisions (Article 15)  Specified right to object to personal data processing, including profiling: The right to object has to be presented clearly and separately from any other information. The controller is required to demonstrate compelling legitimate grounds for the processing, which override the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject (i.e., the controller bears the burden of proof).  Specification relative to the data subject's right not to be subject to a decision based on automated processing: Subjecting the data subject to a decision is allowed only based on a contract between the data subject and the controller or on the grounds of the data subject's explicit consent.
The GDPR specifies the right to object to the processing of personal data by requiring the communication of this right to the data subject and adding the burden of proof principle (Article 21). The GDPR also specifies the data subject's right not to be subject to a measure based on automated decision making and extends this right to profiling (Article 22).
Similar to DIR95, the GDPR provides for the data subject's right to object to the processing of his or her data for certain specified purposes at any time, on grounds relating to his or her particular situation. This processing is related to public interest, the exercise of official authority or the controller's legitimate interests. The GDPR also obliges the controller to present the right to object to the data subject, clearly and separately from any other information. When the data subject objects to the processing, the controller has to quit processing unless it demonstrates compelling legitimate grounds, which override the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject (i.e., the controller bears the burden of proof to demonstrate these grounds).
Compelling legitimate grounds can be related to the establishment of legal claims, for example. The GDPR guarantees the data subject the right to object to personal data processing for direct marketing purposes, similar to DIR95; if the data subject objects, his or her personal data cannot be processed for these purposes anymore. In the GDPR, processing of this kind also covers profiling related to direct marketing. The GDPR obliges the controller to provide the data subject with automated means to object to the processing of his or her data for the information society services.
The GDPR specifies the data subject's right not to be subject to automated individual decisions that are based solely on automated processing of data and intended to evaluate the data subject's personal aspects, such as performance at work, creditworthiness, reliability and conduct (Article 15). The GDPR adds the data subject's right not to be subject to a measure based on profiling, which can be used as the basis of decisions, whether or not these are automated.
Profiling means automated personal data processing that is used for evaluating personal aspects to analyse or predict a person's performance at work, his or her economic situation, health, (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) personal preferences, interests, reliability, behaviour, location or movements. The GDPR also specifies cases in which the right not to be subject to automated decisions does not apply, as follows: the processing is based on a contract between the data subject and a data controller, the data subject has given his or her explicit consent to the processing, or automated decision making is authorised by the EU or a member state's law. If the automated decision making takes place on the grounds of a contract or consent, the controller has to implement measures to safeguard the data subject's rights and freedoms and legitimate interests. At the minimum, the data subject has to be provided with the right to be in contact with a natural person so that he or she can express his or her point of view and to contest the automated decision. Automated individual decision making cannot be based on special categories of personal data (defined in Article 9), unless the data subject has given explicit consent for processing, and the EU or the member state's law does not stipulate that the prohibition of the processing of these data may not be lifted by the data subject.
General obligations GDPR Articles 24-31
Corresponding articles in DIR95: Confidentiality of processing (Article 16), security of processing (Article 17), notification (Article 18) and contents of notification (Article 19)  New grounds for the controller's obligations: principles of data protection by design and by default  Clarifications concerning responsibilities and obligations: controllers' responsibilities in situations with several joint controllers, and position and obligations of processors related to personal data processing under the controllers' authority  New obligations of controllers and processors: maintain records of processing activities under their responsibility and co-operate with the supervisory authority; for the controllers and the processors that are not established in the EU, obligation to designate a representative in the EU under certain conditions
The GDPR's stipulated general obligations of the controllers and processors of personal data (Articles 24-31) cover the corresponding DIR95 obligations, namely, confidentiality of data processing (Article 16), security of data processing (Article 17), the controller's obligation to notify the supervisory authority of its processing operations, and specified contents of this notification . General obligations (Article 24, responsibility of the controller) require the controller to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure data protection and accountability concerning these measures. The GDPR sets out the new principles of data protection by design and default (Article 25). It clarifies the responsibilities of joint controllers (Article 26) and the position and obligations of the controllers and data processors (Articles 28-29). The GDPR also introduces two new obligations, as follows: controllers' and processors' obligation to maintain records of processing activities under their responsibility and to co-operate with the supervisory authority (replacing the DIR95 obligation to notify the supervisory authority) (Article 30) and controllers' and processors' obligation to designate a representative in the EU if they are established elsewhere (Article 27).
According to the general obligation concerning the responsibility of the controller, the controller has to adopt data protection policies and implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure that personal data processing is performed in compliance with the GDPR. The controller should also be able to demonstrate this compliance. The PbD principles are incorporated into the GDPR through its new principles of data protection by design and default. These oblige the controller to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures and procedures in a way that the data processing will meet the GDPR requirements and ensure the protection of the data subjects' rights. The implementation of these measures has to be done by considering their cost and state of the art. Data protection by design and default should be handled when the means for processing are determined, as well as during the processing itself. The controller must implement mechanisms to ensure by default that only the personal data necessary for each specific purpose of the processing is actually processed. These mechanisms should ensure that any data are not collected, processed or retained beyond the minimum necessary, in terms of the amount of the data, their storage time and accessibility. Particularly, such mechanisms must ascertain that by default, personal data are not made accessible to an indefinite number of persons without the individual's intervention.
The GDPR determines the joint controllers' responsibilities that were not included in DIR95. Joint controllers are those who determine the purposes and the means of personal data processing together with other controllers. Controllers of this kind must transparently determine their respective responsibilities for compliance with the GDPR. These particularly concern the procedures and the mechanisms for exercising the data subject's rights and the controllers' duties related to information provision (Articles 13-14). The arrangement among the joint controllers has to be made available to the data subject.
Under the GDPR, the controller's obligations related to the data processing to be carried out by a processor are similar to the corresponding DIR95 obligations. These obligations require the controller to choose a processor that provides sufficient guarantees with respect to the technical and organisational measures for ensuring data protection. The GDPR still adds some clarifications to the position and obligations of processors. The processing carried out by a processor must be governed by a contract (or another legal act binding the processor to the controller) that determines the processing details, such as its duration, purposes and the processed personal data types. Particularly, the requirements for the processor under the contract are as follows: act only on instructions from the controller (especially when the transfer of the personal data is prohibited), employ only the staff members who have committed themselves to confidentiality or are under a statutory obligation of confidentiality, take all required measures (pursuant to Article 32) for the security of processing, enlist another processor only with the controller's prior permission, assist the controller in responding to requests for exercising the data subject's rights, and assist the controller in ensuring compliance with the obligations for personal data security and the data protection impact assessment. When the processing has ended, the processor has to delete or hand over all the personal data to the controller and not process it otherwise; to ensure compliance, the schedule and the means for deletion or return should be defined in the data processing contract. The processor should also make available to the controller and the supervisory authority all the information necessary to demonstrate its compliance with the obligations stated in the GDPR.
The GDPR obligates each controller, processor and the controller's representative to maintain a record of processing activities under its responsibility (Article 30), instead of requiring a notification of the processing operations to the supervisory authority, which is the corresponding DIR95 obligation. This record has to be made available to the supervisory authority on request. A record of processing activities is not required of an enterprise or an organisation employing less than 250 persons, unless the processing will likely result in a risk
to the rights and freedoms of data subjects, the processing is not occasional, or it includes special categories of data (Article 9(1)) or personal data relating to criminal convictions and offences (Article 10). The GDPR also obligates the controller and the processor to co-operate with the supervisory authority in the performance of their duties (Article 31).
The GDPR requires the controllers that are not established in the EU to designate a representative in case the GDPR applies to their data processing activities. The representative is required in the EU if the data processing activities relate to the offering of goods or services to the data subjects residing in the EU or to the monitoring of their behaviour (Article 3 (2)). However, this obligation does not apply to a controller that is established in a third country if the European Commission has decided that this country ensures an adequate level of protection. Neither does it apply to enterprises with less than 250 employees, to a public authority or body or to a controller that only occasionally offers goods or services to data subjects residing in the EU.  Extended obligation to cover processors: The implementation of measures for the security of data processing is clarified regarding the data processors' obligations.  New obligation of the controller: notification of a personal data breach to the supervisory authority and to the data subject  New obligation of the processor: notification of a personal data breach to the controller The GDPR sets out data security, where it obliges both the controller and the data processor to implement appropriate measures for the security of processing. The GDPR clarifies the processor's obligations (Article 32) and introduces the obligation of both the controller and the processor to provide notifications of personal data breaches (Articles 33-34).
Security of personal data
The GDPR extends the controller's obligation to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure the security of personal data processing so that it also covers the processor. Following an evaluation of the privacy risks, the controller and the processor must take the necessary measures to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss and to prevent any unlawful forms of processing, particularly any unauthorised disclosure, dissemination or access, or alteration of personal data. The GDPR extends the controller's obligation to directly cover data processors, irrespective of the contract with the controller, whereas under DIR95, processing by the processor had to be governed by a contract (or a legal act).
Regarding the personal data breach notification, built on Article 4(2) of e-privacy Directive 2002/58/EC, the GDPR stipulates that the controller and the processor have to meet the following requirements. In case of a personal data breach, the controller has to notify the supervisory authority without undue delay and where feasible, not later than 72 hours after becoming aware of it. If not made within this time limit, the notification has to be accompanied by reasons for the delay. Correspondingly, the data processor is obliged to alert and inform the controller without undue delay after becoming aware of a personal data breach. The controller must document any personal data breaches, and this documentation must comprise the relevant facts, the effects of the breach and the remedial action taken.
The GDPR obliges the controller to communicate the personal data breach also to the data subject when it will likely adversely affect the protection of his or her personal data or privacy. This notification must be done without undue delay, using clear and plain language. However, the communication of a personal data breach to the data subject is not required if the controller has implemented appropriate protection measures or taken subsequent measures so that the personal data remains unintelligible, and the privacy risks are no longer likely to materialise.
Data protection impact assessment and prior consultation
GDPR Articles 35-36
Corresponding article in DIR95: Prior checking (Article 20)
 New obligation of the controllers: a data protection impact assessment prior to likely risky processing operations  Simplification relative to controllers' obligation to obtain authorisation to process personal data: Prior consultation with the supervisory authority is required only if the data protection impact assessment indicates a high risk related to the data processing or if the supervisory authority judges it necessary.
The GDPR introduces the controllers' new obligation to carry out a data protection impact assessment prior to likely risky personal data processing operations (Article 35). Under the GDPR, the controller or the processor is required to consult the supervisory authority prior to the processing only if the data protection impact assessment shows high privacy risks (Article 36).
Under the GDPR, the controller has to conduct a data protection impact assessment prior to processing operations that present specific risks to the data subject's rights and freedoms due to their nature, scope or purposes (particularly if the data subject's personal aspects are systematically and extensively evaluated for automated decisions, if special categories of personal data (defined in Article 9) are processed on a large scale or if a publicly accessible area is systematically monitored on a large scale). The data protection impact assessment must include the following at the minimum: a general description of the envisaged processing operations and the purposes of the processing, an assessment of the processing operations' necessity and proportionality in relation to the purposes, an assessment of the risks to the data subjects' rights and freedoms, and the measures to address the risks (i.e., safeguards, security measures and mechanisms to ensure personal data protection and to demonstrate compliance with the GDPR). When conducting a data protection impact assessment, attention should be paid to the compliance with approved codes of conduct (Article 40, presented in Subsection 4.10. Codes of conduct and certification), the data subjects' or their representatives' views on the intended processing, and the possible need for a review to assess if processing operations are in accordance with the data protection impact assessment. A data protection impact assessment is not necessarily required if it has already been carried out as part of a general impact assessment required by law (e.g., in case of data processing by public authorities with a legal basis in the EU or a member state's law).
Prior consultation builds on the concept of prior checking in DIR95. These prior checks were carried out by the supervisory authority before starting likely risky personal data processing operations, based on a notification received from the controller or the DPO. The GDPR instead requires the controller or the processor to consult the supervisory authority prior to the risky processing operations. They are also required to provide the supervisory authority, on request, with the data protection impact assessment and any other information needed for making an assessment of the compliance and the risks and related safeguards. The consultation with the Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) supervisory authority is required only if the data protection impact assessment indicates high risks to the data subject's rights and freedoms or if the supervisory authority judges it necessary. In case of non-compliance with the GDPR and insufficiently identified or mitigated risks, the supervisory authority may prohibit the intended processing and make proposals to remedy the processing operations.
Data protection officer (DPO)
GDPR Articles 37-39
Corresponding article in DIR95: Obligation to notify the supervisory authority (Article 18)
 New obligation of the controller and the processor: designation of a DPO if the data processing operations require regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects or when special categories of data are processed. The core tasks of the DPO are provided in the GDPR.
The GDPR introduces the controller's and the processor's new obligation to designate a DPO in the following situations: the personal data processing is carried out by a public authority or body, the controller's or the processor's core activities consist of processing operations requiring regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects on a large scale, or the core activities consist of processing special categories of data on a large scale (defined in Article 9). In other cases, the designation of a DPO is voluntary unless required by the EU or a member state's law. A group of companies may designate a single DPO; likewise, public authorities or bodies may designate a single DPO for several entities of the controller or the processor, according to their organisational structures. The DPO has to be designated based on his or her professional qualities, expert knowledge of data protection laws and practices, and ability to fulfil the DPO's tasks (described at the end of this subsection). The DPO may be employed by the controller or the processor or may perform the tasks based on a service contract.
The GDPR sets out the DPO's position by defining the controller's and the processor's obligations in relation to the DPO's performance, as well as by defining the DPO's own obligations related to his or her tasks. The controller and the processor must ensure that the DPO is properly and timely involved in all issues relating to personal data protection. They have to provide the DPO with access to personal data and processing operations, along with the resources necessary to carry out the tasks defined in GDPR Article 39 and to maintain his or her expert knowledge. The DPO must be able to perform his or her duties and tasks independently, without receiving any instructions (regarding the exercise of the function) and without being dismissed or penalised for performing the tasks. If the DPO has tasks and duties other than those defined in Article 39, the controller or the processor should ensure that these are compatible with his or her tasks and duties as a DPO and do not result in a conflict of interests. The DPO is bound by confidentiality in the performance of his or her tasks and is required to directly report to the controller's or the processor's highest management level. The GDPR guarantees the data subjects the right to contact the DPO on all issues related to the processing of their data and to request to exercise their rights.
The DPO has the following core tasks: informing and advising the controller or the processor and their employees of their obligations; monitoring the controller's or the processor's compliance with the GDPR, other EU member states' data protection provisions and their own data protection policies (including the assignment of responsibilities, awareness raising and training of the staff involved in the processing operations, and the related audits); providing advice regarding the data protection impact assessment (Article 35) and monitoring its
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) performance; and cooperating with and acting as the contact point for the supervisory authority (e.g., when obtaining the prior consultation described in Article 36).
Codes of conduct and certification
GDPR Articles 40-43
Corresponding article in DIR95: Codes of conduct (Article 27)  Simplifications relative to approval of codes of conduct: National-level codes of conduct can be directly approved by the supervisory authority.  New means to demonstrate the processing operations' compliance with the GDPR: data protection certification mechanisms, seals and marks
The GDPR builds on DIR95, which promoted encouraging trade associations and other bodies to draw up sector-specific codes of conduct for contributing to the implementation of the national provisions pursuant to the directive. DIR95 provided for the procedures for approving the code of conduct drafts by the national authority and the Working Party composed of the national-, community-and commission-level authorities or their representatives. The GDPR builds on this but points out the importance of taking into account the needs of micro enterprises and SMEs, as well as the need for specifying the GDPR's application. The supervisory authority provides an opinion on the draft code's compliance with the GDPR and approves it upon finding it appropriate. If the approved draft code only concerns processing activities in the member state in question, any further action is not needed, and the supervisory authority can register and publish it. In other cases, a procedure is followed, where the European Commission may finally decide that the approved code of conduct has general validity within the EU. Monitoring compliance with a code of conduct may be carried out by a body accredited by the supervisory authority. Despite the approaching GDPR enforcement, it seems that no information is available on bodies of this kind yet.
The GDPR introduces certification mechanisms and data protection seals and marks as new, voluntary means to demonstrate the processing operations' compliance with it, specifically at the EU level. These certificates will possibly be similar to the trustmarks and labels that are provided by certification authority companies today, such as Symantec (formerly VeriSign), TRUSTe and Comodo. Similar to drawing up codes of conduct, the importance of considering the needs of micro enterprises and SMEs is emphasised regarding certification mechanisms and data protection seals and marks. Certifications will be issued and renewed by accredited certification bodies. The controller or the processor that seeks certification is required to provide the certification body with all information and access to its processing activities that are necessary for conducting the certification procedure. In case the certification requirements are no longer met, the certification will be withdrawn.
The GDPR sets out the conditions that the controller and the processor must meet for personal data transfers to third countries or international organisations. These conditions are the adequacy decision and appropriate safeguards, such as BCRs. The adequacy decision was already included in DIR95, whereas new conditions for transfers are incorporated into appropriate safeguards.
The GDPR builds on DIR95 regarding the European Commission's possibility to make an adequacy decision about the level of data protection of a third country (or a territory or a processing sector in that country) or an international organisation. To make the decision, the commission has to assess the level of protection regarding the rule of law, the independent supervisory authority and the international commitments entered into by the third country or the international organisation (the detailed criteria for the adequacy decision are presented in Article 45 (2)). If an adequacy decision has been made, a transfer may take place, and any further authorisation to transfer is not required from the supervisory authority.
If the commission has not adopted an adequacy decision, the GDPR requires from the controller or the processor appropriate safeguards, in a legally binding instrument, for transfers to third countries or international organisations. Two types of appropriate safeguards are determined, as follows: the safeguards that do not require any specific authorisation from a supervisory authority and the safeguards that can be used based on an authorisation. The appropriate safeguards that do not require authorisation are standard data protection clauses adopted by the European Commission, standard data protection clauses adopted by a supervisory authority (these have to be approved by the commission), BCRs for multinational groups of companies (the requirements for these rules are defined in Article 47), an approved code of conduct (Article 40) and an approved certification mechanism (Article 42) (an approved code of conduct and an approved certification mechanism are required to be used together with binding and enforceable commitments of the controller or the processor in the third country to apply the appropriate safeguards). An authorisation from the supervisory authority is required for a transfer (or a set of transfers) if it is based on contractual clauses between the controller or the processor and the data recipient or provisions of administrative arrangements between public authorities or bodies.
The GDPR clarifies the DIR95 derogations for a data transfer in the absence of an adequacy decision or appropriate safeguards. These specifically concern data transfers that are necessary for the protection of important reasons of the public interest. A data transfer may also be justified, under limited circumstances, by a legitimate interest of the controller or the processor. This requires the controller to assess the circumstances of the transfer operation in question, providing suitable data protection safeguards and informing the supervisory authority and the data subjects of the transfer.
Remedies, liability and penalties
GDPR Articles 77-84 Corresponding articles in DIR95: Remedies (Article 22), liability (Article 23) and sanctions (Article 24)
 Specifications concerning the data subject's right to a judicial remedy: The data subject can lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority if he or she considers that processing of his or her data infringes the GDPR. The GDPR also specifies the bodies, organisations and associations that may lodge a complaint on behalf of the data subject.  Extended liability to cover processors: Both the controller and the processor are liable for the damage caused to the data subject by processing that infringes the GDPR.
 Clarified liability of joint controllers and joint processors: Each controller and each processor are held liable for the entire damage caused to the data subject.  Administrative fines imposed on the controller and the processor: Supervisory authorities are entitled to impose fines up to maximum amounts as sanctions for infringements of the GDPR.
The GDPR provides the data subject with the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority and the right to an effective judicial remedy against a controller or a processor, building on the right to a judicial remedy for the infringement of the data subject's rights, under DIR95. It extends the liability for the damage to the data subject to cover processors and clarifies the liability of joint controllers and joint processors. The GDPR also entitles supervisory authorities to impose fines for its infringement.
Under the GDPR, the data subjects have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority if they consider that the processing of their personal data infringes it. The bodies, organisations or associations that may lodge a complaint on behalf of the data subjects, aiming to protect the data subjects' rights and interests, are also specified in the GDPR. Parties of this kind have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority, independently of a data subject's complaint, if they consider that his or her rights have been infringed.
Under DIR95, the controller was liable for the damage caused to the data subject as a result of an unlawful processing operation or any act incompatible with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the directive. The GDPR extends this liability to cover the processors as well and obliges them to pay the data subject compensation for the damage in case they have not complied with its obligations or the controller's instructions. The GDPR also clarifies the liability of joint controllers and joint processors, providing that each controller or processor is held liable for the entire damage caused to the data subject.
The GDPR specifies the member states' obligations to adopt measures for implementing the provisions similar to DIR95 and to lay down the sanctions for their infringement. The member states' supervisory authorities are entitled to formulate rules for the administrative fines imposed on the controller, its representative or the processor as sanctions for infringements. The supervisory authorities shall ensure the imposition of these fines up to maximum amounts, with due regard to the circumstances of each case. For example, infringement of the GDPR principles (such as the data minimisation principle) is subject to a fine up to €20 million or 4% of the total annual turnover worldwide in the case of an undertaking (whichever is greater). Correspondingly, fines of different amounts are also imposed on the controller or the processor, for example, when they fail to provide data subjects with their rights or do not maintain written records of the processing operations as required by the GDPR.
Practical implications of the GDPR
Due to the new GDPR obligations, all companies handling EU residents' personal data or monitoring data subjects' behaviour within the EU should review and revise their current organisational and technical privacy protection measures and possibly develop new policies that ensure compliance with the GDPR. To help with these tasks, we have identified the GDPR changes with the most practical relevance to personal data intensive companies. The 12 aspects of the GDPR implementation, identified in the analysis of the GDPR changes, are summarised as a framework (Table 1) . Each aspect's implications are then elaborated in separate subsections. The corresponding actions demanded of the companies, as well as possible solutions for the requirements' implementation, are described. (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/)
Acquisition of knowledge about the GDPR is the starting point for the GDPR requirements' implementation in companies. Companies should also train their employees who perform tasks related to data processing so that they are aware of the changes introduced by the GDPR and can adapt to its practical implications. Overall, the implementation of the GDPR indicates the need for various actions, planning and assignment of new responsibilities, which may have substantial impacts on the companies' usage of their resources and may demand the acquisition of new expertise. As the GDPR incorporates the accountability principle requiring the companies to demonstrate compliance with it, data privacy policies and processes that can be documented well also need to be developed. Companies will possibly find it useful to consider the GDPR requirements through their risk management policies, specifically as the GDPR introduces substantial sanctions for non-compliance, resulting in obvious financial risks. 
GDPR's practical implications
Requirements for implementation
Specifying data needs and usage
The clarified GDPR data minimisation principle requires limiting personal data processing to the minimum necessary. The GDPR also introduces new obligations to be taken into account when planning data collection and processing. If the data are collected from children for information society services, their ages have to be verified, and possibly, consent has to be obtained from their parents or custodians. A company that plans to profile its customers has to inform the data subjects accordingly, including the reasons and the need for it. For the processing conducted by a processor, companies need to review their data processing contracts to make sure that the required provisions will be included in them.
Considering conditions for data processing in international context
The GDPR provides for new conditions for personal data transfers to a third country or an international organisation. Companies have to check if their current safeguards for personal data transfers comply with the GDPR conditions and when necessary, put into practice new ones. Non-EU companies and international companies handling EU residents' personal data or monitoring data subjects' behaviour within the EU will have to comply with both their national legislation and the GDPR. In case the GDPR provisions apply to a non-EU established controller, it has to designate a representative in the EU.
Building privacy through data protection by design and default
Companies are obliged to implement technical and organisational measures and procedures to ensure by default the processing operations' compliance with the GDPR and the protection of the data subjects' rights. Therefore, privacy must be considered in every process and at every level of the business and enforced throughout the organisations' systems. This should be done when the means for processing are determined and during the processing itself.
Demonstrating compliance with GDPR requirements
The GDPR obliges controllers to demonstrate that their personal data processing complies with the regulation. For this reason, companies are advised to consider adherence to codes of conduct and possible participation in their preparation through associations representing their respective fields. The application of data protection certifications, seals and marks is recommended as well. (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) Developing processes to deal with data breaches As controllers are obliged to notify data protection authorities and data subjects about data breaches as early as possible, clear and wellpractised procedures need be established in organisations to deal with possible breaches and related reporting.
Reckoning with sanctions for non-compliance
Under the GDPR, supervisory authorities are entitled to impose administrative fines on non-complying companies. Non-compliance could cost a company a fine of up to €20 million or 4% of the annual global turnover, whichever is greater. Thus, all procedures related to personal data processing should be planned to ensure compliance.
Designating a DPO
Companies with processing operations based on regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects or the use of special categories of data are each required to designate a DPO as the contact point for all data protection activities. Companies may thus need to obtain new expertise.
Providing information to data subjects
Companies are obliged to inform data subjects about processing operations, data security measures, the legal basis for the processing, the data subjects' rights and the companies' legitimate interests. This information has to be transparent, easily accessible and understandable, especially when the data subject is a child. Procedures and mechanisms for exercising the data subjects' rights are also required (i.e., companies have to arrange for the means of responding to information requests according to the GDPR requirements).
Obtaining consent on personal data usage
The data subject's consent is required for personal data usage. The controller should be able to demonstrate that the data subject has consented to the processing. The request for consent must contain all relevant information about the processing and present it clearly. The request has to be clearly distinguishable from other information (e.g., contracts) presented to the data subject. Procedures are needed for obtaining consent and for its withdrawal.
Ensuring individuals' right to be forgotten
Companies are obliged to delete the data subject's personal data anytime he or she wants it. This requirement demands implementing processes and technical means for the deletion within established time limits. These include ways of informing third parties that process personal data about the deletion request. Ensuring the right to be forgotten requires documentation of the data, how it is stored and what parties it is shared with.
Ensuring individuals' right to data portability
Companies are obliged to provide the data subject with an electronic copy of his or her data on request. They must ensure that the personal data collected for processing is in a consistent format to facilitate its further use by the data subject and its transmission to other service providers' processing systems.
Maintaining documentation
Companies are obliged to maintain a record of processing activities and make it available to the supervisory authority on request. They are also required to conduct a data protection impact assessment prior to likely risky processing operations. This documentation has to be available to the supervisory authority as well. (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/)
Specifying data needs and usage
The GDPR requires companies to limit the personal data processing to the minimum necessary through its clarified data minimisation principle. To comply with this principle, companies have to decide what data types are needed for their business operations. They also have to ensure that the purposes for using personal data are specified because collecting any excess data is not allowed. Specifically, the data subjects' consent is now required separately for each purpose. For example, the usage of a specific service may not be contingent on the collection of personal data that is not needed for offering this service. When deciding on the data types to be collected, increased transparency requirements and sanctions for non-compliance with them have to be taken into account. A major question brought by the new GDPR obligations is whether and how data about children will be collected for business operations under the requirements concerning the verification of the data subjects' ages and the parents' or the custodians' consent (Subsection 5.9 presents more information on verifiable parental consent). The GDPR obligations related to personal data processing may induce restrictions on companies' business operations. The companies may want to assess the impacts of these restrictions, for example, on their service production and the possibilities to offer different service types. The effects may be significant, specifically when producing services targeting children and in the healthcare sector, whose services require the collection of sensitive data types. A company may want to profile its customers for direct marketing purposes, for instance. Along with the new obligations, the reasons for profiling have to be given, and the need for it should be justified. Moreover, information about the logic involved in the profiling and its expected consequences on the data subjects must be presented. Companies that carry out profiling should check that this information is communicated to the data subjects and correspondingly, possibly update the content of their information provision. To ensure fair and transparent profiling, as GDPR Recital 71 advises, companies should use appropriate mathematical or statistical procedures for the profiling, implement measures to correct personal data inaccuracies and minimise the risk of errors, and secure personal data in a way that takes account of the risks to the data subjects and prevents discriminatory effects. Companies that carry out large-scale data analysis activities also need to consider whether they are required to obtain the data subjects' consent for these activities and how to implement appropriate consent mechanisms (cf. Hogan Lovells, 2015) . If the data processing is performed by a processor, companies need to review their data processing contracts and ensure that these will include all the provisions required by the GDPR.
Considering conditions for data processing in international context
As the GDPR introduces some new conditions for personal data transfers to third countries or international organisations, companies that transfer these data should review their current grounds for transfers and find out whether they need to put into practice new safeguards.
Companies also have to make decisions about what data will be transferred and how it will be processed. It should be borne in mind that the controller is responsible for the processor's processing operations; therefore, these operations may have to be audited before the transfer is made. If new safeguards are needed, companies have to choose and implement the suitable ones based on the setting in which the transfer takes place (e.g., BCRs may be used in multinational companies). If the European Commission has not made an adequacy decision about the data protection level of a third country, data transfers require appropriate safeguards in a legally binding instrument and in some cases, prior authorisation by the supervisory authority. For example, the GDPR endorses BCRs as new appropriate safeguards and defines the minimum requirements for their content. The commission may specify the format and the procedures for the information exchange that takes place based on the BCRs. When planning data transfers, it should also be considered that the Safe Harbor program for EU-US transfers is not valid anymore. Instead, the EU-US Privacy Shield (European Commission, 2016a) serves as a new framework for personal data exchanges for commercial purposes.
The GDPR extends its territorial scope to cover all companies that offer goods or services to the data subjects or monitor their behaviour within the EU. Non-EU companies, international companies and companies involving data processing in an international setting are now possibly obliged to comply with the GDPR, in addition to their national legislation. In case the GDPR provisions apply to a non-EU established controller, it has a new obligation to designate a representative in the EU (occasional and unlikely risky processing as exceptions) (Recital 80). The representative will act on the controller's behalf and may be addressed by a supervisory authority. Non-EU established companies may find this obligation challenging as parties interested in taking the required responsibilities may be scarce. However, it is not always clear whether a non-EU established company's goods or services can be regarded as being offered in the EU. To determine this matter, it should be ascertained whether it is apparent that offering the services is envisaged in one or more EU member states (Recital 23). For example, the use of a language or a currency that is used in one or more EU member states, with the possibility to order goods and services in the language in question, may indicate that the company envisages offering goods or services to data subjects in the EU. Furthermore, the following factors strongly indicate offering goods or services of this kind: a website with a top domain name of a member state, delivery of physical goods to the EU, referring to EU citizens to promote goods or services, a large customer base in the EU and advertising that targets individuals in the EU (Linklaters, 2016) . Instead, the mere accessibility of the website in the EU, an email address or other contact details, or the use of a language that is also generally used in the controller's country is insufficient to ascertain the intention to offer goods or services to data subjects in the EU. As for monitoring data subjects' behaviour in the EU, to determine whether a processing activity can be considered as such, it should be ascertained whether the data subjects are being tracked on the Internet and possibly subsequently profiled (Recital 24).
Building privacy through data protection by design and default
Data protection by design and by default is one of the new principles of the GDPR. It has to be taken into account when determining the means for personal data processing and during the processing itself. To comply with the data protection by design and by default principle, companies should ensure that they have policies that support the proactive implementation of technical and organisational privacy protection measures and procedures with the effects required by the GDPR. Specifically, companies need to pay attention to the implementation of data-minimising mechanisms that ensure that any personal data are not collected, processed or retained beyond the minimum necessary, also regarding data storage time and accessibility. Appropriate privacy protection measures have to be implemented, considering their state of the art and the implementation cost. Companies should review their current protection measures, assess such measures' appropriateness to meet the data protection by design and by default principle and possibly implement new measures. It should be noted that under the GDPR, the obligation to implement security measures has been extended to cover companies carrying out processing on behalf of the controller. Therefore, the processors need to be aware of their new obligations and to consider whether they need a data protection by design and by default policy. It should also be taken into account that the GDPR does not provide any specific instructions for security mechanisms (if certificate practices for secure and trusted data exchanges are excluded). Instead, companies have to determine the actual solutions by themselves.
Demonstrating compliance with GDPR requirements
The GDPR promotes sector-specific codes of conduct to demonstrate compliance and the implementation of appropriate data protection measures. These codes can be used as means to respond to the GDPR requirements and put into practice their implementation. Adherence to approved codes of conduct can also be reasonable as it may be considered a mitigating factor
regarding sanctions for infringements of the GDPR (Article 83, 2(j)). The GDPR introduces simplifications relative to the approval of the codes of conduct by accepting national-level codes to be directly approved by the supervisory authority. Due to the new GDPR principle of accountability, companies may find it useful to participate in the preparation of these codes, as well as extend the existing ones, through the associations in their respective fields. Codes of conduct can be prepared for specific issues, such as implementation of technical and organisational measures, information provision to data subjects, protection of children or data transfers to third countries. Relevant stakeholders, such as third parties processing the data, or data subjects should be consulted when preparing the codes (cf. Recital 99). The GDPR introduces data protection certification mechanisms, seals and marks as new, voluntary means to demonstrate compliance. It is advisable for companies to start to follow the development of these means if this has not yet been done before. In addition to seeking certifications for themselves, the companies can take advantage of these when choosing a processor for their processing activities.
Developing processes to deal with data breaches
The GDPR introduces new notification obligations to companies regarding personal data breaches. Under the GDPR, both data protection authorities and data subjects must be notified of serious data breaches without undue delay, or if this is not possible, the corresponding information has to be conveyed through public communication. To meet these new requirements, companies need to plan and establish clear processes that enable reacting quickly to possible breaches and dealing with them. Specifically, companies should consider how to notify the data subjects as reaching them quickly may be challenging. Internal reporting processes should also be ensured for supporting communication to the authorities and the data subjects. These include processes that enable processors to notify the controller. The requirements related to the notification's content have to be taken into account, such as the nature of the breach and the description of its likely consequences. The controllers should also consider how to implement personal data security because the notification obligation to the data subjects will not be in effect in case appropriate protection measures have been put into practice (e.g., encryption). Implementing these measures possibly demands changes in the companies' current information systems.
Reckoning with sanctions for non-compliance
The GDPR specifies the member states' obligations to adopt measures for implementing its provisions. As the GDPR now entitles supervisory authorities to impose sanctions on companies for non-compliance, companies need to review their processes and privacy protection measures to ensure their compliance and avoid sanctions. Correspondingly, they need to reckon with the sanctions when planning new processes. For example, infringement of the basic principles for processing could cost a company €20 million or 4% of the total turnover worldwide. Regarding the damage caused to a data subject as a result of an infringement, it should be noted that under the GDPR, not only controllers but also processors are liable for the damage.
Designating a DPO
The GDPR introduces the new obligation to designate a DPO for companies whose processing operations demand regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects or use of special categories of data. If companies of this kind have no DPOs yet, they each have to designate one to act as the contact point for all data protection activities. This may be challenging since companies may lack the expertise needed, and there are not necessarily enough qualified DPOs currently in the market. One possibility to manage the DPO requirement is to draw up a service
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) contract, possibly together with a group of companies, with a DPO who is not employed by any company. Even if a company is not obligated to designate a DPO for now (for example, some SMEs), it might be beneficial to nominate a staff member internally, as this would help to focus on the GDPR implementation and drive accountability (cf. Bird & Bird, 2016a) . This is the case specifically when a company is aiming for growth or more intensive personal data utilisation in the future. Building up competencies internally may be an effective strategy compared to hiring a new DPO, as a hands-on employee who knows the business is needed (cf. Bird & Bird, 2016a) .
Providing information to data subjects
The GDPR adds new specified requirements regarding the content, intelligibility and accessibility of the information on personal data processing, as well as its provision mechanisms. To meet these new requirements, companies first have to check whether they provide the data subjects with all the required information when they collect the data from these individuals or process their data obtained from other sources. Companies also need to check whether they are able to provide all the required information to respond to the data subjects' requests. As the GDPR now clearly obliges companies to provide transparent, easily accessible and understandable information on their processing operations, security measures, the legal basis for the processing, data subjects' rights and the company's legitimate interests, their privacy policies might need to be re-written in plain language. Along with the new requirements, special attention has to be paid to planning this communication when the data subject is a child. Under the GDPR, companies are also obliged to put into practice the means for responding to data subjects' information requests within the defined deadline (one month). Companies need to consider how to ensure this matter if they have no suitable means in use yet. Concrete means of information provision that match the GDPR requirements have been suggested. For example, the Information Commissioner's Office (2016) recommends the following means: Websites can be revised by using layered privacy notices (i.e., key information is provided immediately, and more detailed information is available as needed), information policies can be founded on multiple information channels, and technological solutions, such as dashboards that enable access to a copy of personal data, can be designed. Furthermore, active privacy information provision (instead of just making information available for the data subjects) and user testing may be worth considering when planning information provision approaches. To address the requirements related to the data subjects' requests for access (as well as for deletion, restriction and porting of their personal data), companies' information systems should be designed so that these requests and the corresponding information provision can also be made electronically. Information systems of this kind may be beneficial specifically to SMEs because their usage can decrease the administrative costs associated with providing access to personal data.
Obtaining consent on personal data usage
The GDPR specifies the conditions for personal data processing consent and introduces the new requirement of the burden of proof of the consent. The specified conditions require obtaining clearly distinguishable consent from the data subject. Companies now have to make sure that the consent is separable from other information presented to the data subject and include detailed information on personal data usage by the controller and any third party processing the data. The requirement of a clearly distinguishable consent may demand additional resources and result in extra costs for companies through a separate consent management system implementation. For example, for websites that use cookies, the cookie approval consent need to be implemented. Based on the consent, the companies possess knowledge of their data subjects, that is, they know whose personal data are being processed. Correspondingly, under the new GDPR requirement of the burden of proof, they must be able (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/)
to demonstrate that the data subjects have consented to the processing. For this reason, companies need to ensure that they have procedures and systems for recording consent. New processes possibly have to be planned and established also for obtaining consent, as well as for its withdrawal. If companies carry out consent-based personal data processing that is not necessary to perform a contract, then in the process of obtaining consent, it is advisable to clearly inform data subjects about the voluntariness of giving their consent. The GDPR's specified conditions for consent also require the means to be put into practice for verifying the data subjects' ages and obtaining consent from the parents or the custodians if children's data are to be processed. This matter may pose challenges specifically for online companies.
Companies have to take into account the age limits for lawful processing provided by the member states (13 years old at the minimum). Considering this point, companies need to implement appropriate parental consent mechanisms with verification processes (cf. Advertising Education forum, 2013).
Ensuring individuals' right to be forgotten
The GDPR specifies the conditions for the data subjects' right to obtain erasure of their personal data (i.e., the right to be forgotten). Companies are now obliged to delete personal data on the data subjects' request without any specific grounds, such as data incompleteness or inaccuracy.
To comply with this obligation, companies need to check whether they have appropriate processes and technical means in place to deal with the data subjects and their data deletion requests within a given time frame (correspondingly, the right to restriction of processing necessitates processes and means for personal data blocking). Companies also have to ensure that ways are established for informing third parties that process the personal data about the deletion requests. Ensuring the right to be forgotten demands documentation of the data and how it is stored, as well as what parties it is shared with.
Ensuring individuals' right to data portability
The GDPR introduces the right to data portability. This new right requires the companies' capability to provide data subjects with their personal data in an electronic format that facilitates its further use. Specifically, the data subjects now have the right to receive their personal data for transmission to other systems. Due to these new requirements, companies need to ascertain that they have processes for personal data provision when requested by the data subjects. They should consider the type of format for exporting the data, as well as the possibilities to transmit it directly to other systems. This may be challenging due to the absence of uniform standards for ensuring transmission. For this reason, controllers are encouraged to develop interoperable data formats (cf. Recital 68). When the data are to be transmitted, it should be kept in mind that it may also concern other data subjects; hence, its porting can risk their privacy as well.
Companies should consider how to mitigate these risks and possibly incorporate the issue into their awareness raising and employees' training programmes.
Maintaining documentation
The GDPR's accountability principle and documentation requirements demand the establishment, maintenance and availability of new documentation. Companies are now obliged to create two main parts of the documentationa record of personal data processing activities and a data protection impact assessment. A record of processing activities describes those under the controller's charge or carried out by a processor on behalf of the controller, and it is also required of processors. Companies are obliged to make this record available to the supervisory authority on request. If the documentation is not maintained, fines will be imposed on the controller or the processor, according to the supervisory authority's rules. A data protection impact assessment has to be conducted prior to the processing operations that will
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) likely present high risks to the data subjects' rights and freedoms. Similar to the record of processing activities, the data protection impact assessment has to be available to the supervisory authority. In personal data intensive companies, the assessment also possibly indicates the need for prior consultation with the supervisory authority due to their processing operations' nature and scope. The existing guides on privacy impact assessments (PIA) can be used as starting points for the assessment required by the GDPR (e.g., Information Commissioner's Office, 2014; Oetzel and Spiekermann, 2014; Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, 2015) . However, companies may also want to develop their own assessment processes. The PIA process typically consists of the following stages: identification of the need for and scope of the assessment, identification of the risks related to the processing, and identification and reporting of data protection solutions. Different templates and tools are available to assist companies in performing PIAs. For example, screening questions (cf. Information Commissioner's Office, 2014) can be used by data protection non-experts to identify the need for a PIA as part of an organisation's project management procedures. Furthermore, a PIA template (cf. Information Commissioner's Office, 2016) can be used to record the results of different stages of a PIA (e.g., information flows, privacy risks and privacy solutions). Some PIA systems (e.g., AvePoint, 2016) have also been developed to help companies with their PIAs through an automated process and possibilities to create their own PIA templates. When conducting a data protection impact assessment, it is important to pay attention to the risks specific to the business sector and the company. Data subjects can also be consulted to seek their views on the intended processing as part of the assessment. The GDPR's documentation requirements may be challenging to put into practice, specifically for personal data intensive companies that operate according to agile and lean principles, with little documentation. These companies should pay specific attention to these requirements' implementation and may have to consider how to change their current ways of working.
Conclusion
The objective of this study was to identify the upcoming GDPR requirements' practical implications for personal data intensive companies' organisational and technical privacy protection measures, as well as business strategy and policy development. Understanding these implications has high practical relevance to such companies, as substantial amounts of time, strategic planning, employee training and financial and human resources are typically needed to implement the requirements. In this paper, we presented a systematic review, analysis and synthesis of the differences between DIR95 and the GDPR to identify the GDPR changes with the most practical relevance to personal data intensive companies. The key implications of these changes for the GDPR implementation were compiled into a framework with 12 aspects to be considered by companies to proactively prepare for and comply with the upcoming requirements and to avoid sanctions for non-compliance. Based on the framework, each aspect's implications were elaborated, and approaches to their implementation were outlined. Considering the 12 aspects, companies can plan their personal data protection improvement actions to implement adequate policies, procedures and processes and to take advantage of the adoption of the new requirements in their service and system design activities.
The GDPR brings considerable changes to personal data intensive companies' privacy protection implementation. Due to these changes, companies need to review their strategies, information systems and documentation to ensure their alignment with the GDPR provisions. Companies should first acquire sufficient knowledge of the GDPR requirements before conducting their reviews, paying attention to the aspects identified in this study. Their reviews' results may indicate the need for considerable changes and thorough planning of future privacy policies, procedures and documentation of their processing operations. Implementing these changes may prove challenging because no clear, ready-to-use solutions necessarily exist. For
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) compliance with the GDPR, some of its requirements have to be taken into account in the companies' policy planning. Their policies should support the data protection by design and by default principles through a proactive implementation of technical and organisational privacy protection measures and procedures, including data-minimising mechanisms. Specifically, strategic-level decisions have to be made about personal data collection and processing. The GDPR also states specified, detailed requirements for information provision to data subjects. Companies have to consider these requirements when collecting and processing personal data and obtaining the data subjects' consent. If the data are to be collected from children, a major question is how to implement the GDPR's requirements of information provision, age verification and parental consent. The GDPR introduces many new principles, obligations and data subjects' rights that require companies to review and revise their organisational processes. In this regard, one of the most substantial GDPR requirements is that processes dealing with possible data breaches and the associated notification obligations have to be put into practice. Correspondingly, organisations need to define and assign new, clear roles and responsibilities to their employees, as well as develop or acquire the necessary expertise. Specifically, a DPO is typically required to act as the contact point for a company's data protection activities. Many of the new processes call for supporting information systems with the capability to deal with data subjects' requests, as well as obtain their consent and allow its withdrawal. Information systems of this kind may specifically benefit SMEs through decreased administrative costs. Overall, when planning new procedures and revising existing ones, companies should also focus on sanctions for non-compliance with the GDPR to avoid the administrative fines for different infringements. The GDPR requires transparency, demonstrating compliance with its obligations, and establishing, maintaining and making available extensive new documentation, such as a record of processing activities and a data protection impact assessment. To comply with these requirements, possibly causing considerable additional costs, companies should allocate appropriate resources. Systems for recording documentation should be considered as well. Particularly, companies that operate according to agile and lean principles, with little documentation, may find the GDPR documentation requirements heavy and challenging to implement. Companies of this kind may need to plan and adopt new ways of working to ensure compliance.
This study aimed to provide information on the practical-level actions that companies should take to comply with the upcoming GDPR requirements. For this reason, the GDPR changes were reviewed, analysed and synthesised systematically. This process offered a comprehensive view of the new requirements and identified the 12 aspects to be considered in the GDPR implementation. The GDPR does not directly provide specific guidelines for its provisions' implementation. Although the GDPR introduces many clarified rules and instructions on the implementation, actual solutions for putting the provisions into practice have to be determined by companies themselves. For this reason, the 12 aspects identified in this study should be supplemented by practical guidance in finding suitable solutions. Companies are advised to use some of the existing guidelines, applicable to their operations and the country in question, to support their preparation for the GDPR's imposed changes (e.g., A&L Goodbody, 2016; Bird & Bird, 2016b; bitkom, 2016; Linklaters, 2016) .
As we found in the data protection history (Section 2 of this paper), privacy legislation has evolved along with technological development, the increasing use of personal data intensive systems and services, and companies' growing interest in personal data usage in their business operations over the last decades. The GDPR will ensure the harmonisation and the data subjects' rights to personal data protection in the evolving data processing contexts. However, personal data collection technologies and the ways to utilise the data can be expected to further develop in the future. For this reason, companies should follow the data protection requirements' changes over time and find ways to do so. It is important to continuously review the need for developing current personal data management and usage practices, as well as for
Authors' draft to appear in Computer Law & Security Review -journal in 2017 (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/computer-law-and-security-review/) drawing up new ones. Through active monitoring of the situation, companies can proactively adapt to the changes and possibly gain competitive advantage in their respective fields. One way to gain insights into developmental needs is to find out the data subjects' views on data collection and processing. Therefore, it could be fruitful to develop methods for this undertaking. Overall, raising awareness, training employees and obtaining new knowledge related to future changes are the keys to cope with them.
To understand how companies are adapting to changes in legislation, implementing its new requirements and addressing related challenges, future empirical studies should be conducted among personal data intensive companies. It is also crucial to investigate the GDPR implementation in companies of different sizes to find out how the implementation is carried out and how the challenges are addressed, for example, in the SME context. Through empirical research of this kind, the means for implementing the changes and the appropriate concrete solutions can be followed and analysed, along with how field-specific data usage and management practices are formulated in companies.
